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m comes the flash that he has succeeded in smashing the revolt against
B him and has returned in triumph to the place of power from which he

i fled for his life a short week ago. He probably has Korniloff to thank
1 for this unexpected demonstration of power the man who himself re- -
j volted against the premier a few weeks ago. How Korniloff managed

K to escape from confinement and how these two came to effect an un- -

i derstanding is a subject for speculation alone. So long as they keep
r faith with each other they may make progress, but what is there to

H justify this hope? Kerensky is resourceful; Korniloff is ambitious.
j The one is too forgiving ; the other never forgets. They are ed

m and there is room for grave doubts that their apparent agreement
M will not long endure. One or the other will fall in time. Perhaps this
M will already happen before these lines come from the press. Then
m all will be confusion again. It is true: "Chaos is Czar." Poor
H Russia.
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H OUR CONGRATULATIONS.

company with all good citizens we rejoiced to see PresidentINJoseph F. Smith mark another milestone in his long and illus- -

H trous career. It has been given him to far outspan the three-scor- e

m years and ten that have been allotted to man on earth and still pre- -

m serve the characteristic vigor of mind and body that have made him a
H power in spiritual and temporal affairs for over a half century. Today
M he stands out as a distinctive type in the state which he helped build,
1 not only as the great spiritual leader of his people, but as a great citi- -

Hj zen, possessing rare human understanding, exercising extraordinary
M tolerance of the ways of his fellow man and commanding the rever- -
M ence and confidence of the entire community.
H The story of his life runs like a romance. What hardships he

Hj must have endured in his early days ; what experiences he must have
m encountered throughout his long life, and what memories he must now
M hold in his heart ! But the years have been good to him. He has been
M spared to see his people prosper and his beloved Utah attain a dignified
H station in the galaxy of states. The coming of the Great War must
m have grieved him beyond measure. Still his faith in God and his coun- -
m-- try was unfaltering and it was with firm voice that he called to his
H people to take up a just cause and make the supreme sacrifice, if need

j be, for civilization and Christianity.
B It has been given him, by virtue of his rare powers of insight and
fl understanding, to reconcile himself to situations that puzzle the ordi- -
B nary mind. As our late editor once remarked : "Pie has mellowed as
H the years go on, until he sees but the good in humanity and forgives
H men their trespasses." We glory in his conquest of the years and be- -
H speak for him a continuation of health and happiness so long as he
H lingers with us.
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H BU1TERED WORDS AT BUFFALO.

RESIDENT WILSON'S address before the representatives ofQ the American Federation of Labor last Monday was disappoint- -
M ing. In view of the acute labor situation throughout the country and
m the inexcusable attitude of many of the labor leaders some of whom
M were participating in that convention there was too much honey in
m that speech to suit the hard-head- ed citizen. Felicitations were prop- -

B erly in order on that occasion, of course, but not to the extent of con- -
H verting the meeting into a mutual admiration affair.
H We were not alone in our hopes that the President would take
H advantage of the excellent opportunity afforded on that occasion to
m do some plain speaking. The time was ripe to read the riot act to
B some of those fine fellows who are sailing under false colors much
B to the discredit of the decent labor element, both within and without
M that organization and the names of several American presidents oc--
H curfcto us who, under similar conditions, would not have hesitated to
H shoot straight from the shoulder. Certainly, in view of all their sins

, and'shortcomings, it does seem a bit inconsistent that the President
H should assume such a complimentary and coaxing attitude to certain
H labor leaders, especially at a time when he is conscripting millions of
ftu young men who are willing to work for the present wage scale into
H the army, there to serve and risk everything for thirty dollars a

month. We wonder when this coddling process will cease. Parents
have been known to spoil a well disposed child by too much pampering
and petting, and it would seem that the President is in a fair way to
make the same mistake with respect to his tolerant attitude towards
labor.

Of course, he uttered some high-soundi- sentiments that invoke
general approbation but in the main he either overlooked or ignored a
rare opportunity to preach an ed sermon to the assembled
labor leaders. To tell labor that it is more reasonable than capital
may be all right when definite instances are cited, but to lay it down
as a fixed rule is dangerous doctrine at any time and especially does
it seem to be bad business at this time. In comparison with capital
since the war begun, labor most certainly has not got much to crow
about. Even President Wilson must know that the captains of in-

dustry have been working in concert with the Administration, whereas
the captains of labor have not. This too, notwithstanding the loud and
long protestations of loyalty made by Mr. Gompers and others.

And still, puzzling as that speech was, it contains some rather
pointed shots at the labor leaders, even though they are sugar-coate- d.

The President admonishment' that "the producing activity of the
country shall be raised to the highest degree and nothing should be
allowed to stand in its way" is wholesome doctrine, but we would like I

it better, if he had uttered it as an ultimatum. Perhaps he had this
idea in "mind when he said: "The horses that kick over the traces
will have to be put in' a corral." This was a shot in the right direction
and certain of the labor agitators will do well to take this utterance
to heart. So far, it merely expresses more or less vaguely a policy
that the President personally has in mind. Public opinion is rising in
indignation, however, against certain forms of labor agitation, and
unless somebody calls a halt to these unpardonable and unpatriotic
activities, it will force the President to handle some of his erstwhile
friends without gloves.
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A SPLENDID SHOWING.

COMPILATION of the final figures goes to show that Utah'sa aggregate subscription to the Second Liberty Loan substan-
tially exceeds $16,000,000. This constitutes a remarkable record in
itself, but the figures show something of deeper significance than the
mere size of the subscription in dollars and cents. We refer to the fact
that over 50,000 individual applications for bonds were received. Speak-
ing approximately, this implies that every other Utah home will hold a
Liberty Bond. No other state in the Union, we believe, can testify
to such a general distribution of the bonds among the people and our
commonwealth is therefor entitled to an unique and enviable rank in
the great sisterhood of states. The campaign was a supreme success
from the monetary standpoint, to be sure, but it was this splendid
outpouring from the pockets of the plain people that gave to the cam-

paign its crowning glory.
A

It would be difficult to place the credit for this remarkable
achievement where it properly belongs. Chairman Bamberger and
his committee worked wonders with the means at their command;
the captains of both capital and labor worked tirelessly; civic organi-
zations and committees canvassed every home in the state ; the papers
joined hands in waging the most stirring publicity campaign ever wit-

nessed in Utah ; and last but not least, the churches thundered inspira-
tion and encouragement from every pulpit and threw the weight of
their mighty organizations into the campaign at the opportune mom-

ent. It was this move, in our opinion, that accounted for the mag-
nificent response during the closing hours of the campaign.

But, after all, the credit belongs to the people to every individual
who bought a bond. In the final accounting we do not know what rel-

ative rank Utah will take in thVsum total of subscriptions secured.
That does not matter. But we do know that Utah people have'at last
found a common footing that transcends all classes, conditions and
creeds, and in comparison with this all other achievements pale into
utter insignificance.

:.

Why not do a good job of it, while we are fixing the prices of
everything else, and fix the prices of Christmas presents?
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